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BACKGROUND & KEY TAKEAWAY
• Adversarial examples (AE) are created by adding human imperceptible 

perturbations to benign inputs to induce misclassifications.
• Adversarial transferability: AE created on surrogate models (source; 

white-box) can also fool target models (black-box). 
• Objective: Improve adversarial transferability (more transferable AE).
• Key Takeaway: 1) Instead of designing AE creation algorithms on a given 

surrogate model (the vast majority of existing work), transform surrogate 
models toward flatter and smoother loss landscape (characterized by 
smaller local Lipschitz constant) and stronger adversarial robustness. 
2) LRS acts as a “cushion”: existing AE creation algorithms can run on 
LRS-transformed surrogates w/o any modification, yet attaining much 
improved performance (i.e., generating AE that are more transferable). 

CONTRIBUTIONS
• LRS is a ``cushion’’ method: It transforms surrogate models (rather 

than taking them as is) such that any existing transfer-based black-box 
AE generation methods can simply run on LRS-transformed surrogate 
models w/o any change yet achieving much better performance.

• We identify three properties of surrogate models---smaller local 
Lipschitz constant, smoother loss landscape, and stronger adversarial 
robustness---and provide theoretical and empirical explanations of 
their relationship and how they favor adversarial transferability.

• We conduct extensive evaluation on ImageNet and demonstrate that, 
by applying LRS to even a basic AE generation method (PGD), it yields 
superior adversarial transferability (>7% abs. improvement on average) 
compared to 7 state-of-the-art black-box attacks on 10 target models.

METHODS
• LRS-1: Lipschitz Regularization on the First Order of Loss Landscape

• LRS-2: Lipschitz Regularization on the Second Order of Loss Landscape

• LRS-F: sum of the two regularization terms applied to the loss function

• In view of high-dimensional data, approximate using finite difference 
method (FDM):

RESULTS

Figure 1. Loss landscape of original (corrugated) and transformed (smooth) surrogate 
model. Transformed surrogate models offer more stable input gradients and more 
generalizable AE, enabling more potent attacks.

Table 1. Attack success rates of transfer-based untargeted attacks on ImageNet using 
ResNet-50 as the surrogate model and PGD as the base attack method.

Table 2. Smoothness quantified by empirical local Lipschitz constant. DenseNet100 is 
evaluated on CIFAR10 and ResNet50 is evaluated on ImageNet.

Figure 2. Loss of surrogate model (DenseNet100) and target model (ResNet18) under 
PGD-based attacks. It reveals that LRS-transformed surrogate exhibits stronger 
robustness and, in turn, enables more transferable (potent) attacks.

RESOURCES AND CONTACT
• Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2312.13118
• Code: https://github.com/TrustAIoT/LRS
• Contact: wuta@mst.edu, tluo@mst.edu, dwunsch@mst.edu

Order Reversed!
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